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1. Salutations:
It is such an honor for me to stand before you and share with you the about our
contribution as International Aid Services to the transformation of communities in Uganda.
My special appreciation to IOGT- NTO your commitment to the fight against alcohol
related harm but also for extending an invitation to IAS Uganda to come and share our
experience. Furthermore IOGT- NTO Sweden, funds the operations of Uganda Alcohol
Policy Alliance (UAPA), a network of Organizations (to which IAS belongs) lobbying the
government of Uganda to formulate a National Alcohol Control Policy, thanks you!
2. About International Aid Services and her work in Uganda
International Aid Services (IAS) is a faith based non-governmental, non-profit
humanitarian and development organization implementing projects in 10 countries in
Africa. It was founded in 1989 by some Swedish missionary in response to the civil unrest
in South Sudan. It became International Aid Services in 2004 when IAS expanded her
donor base. In Uganda, IAS was formed in 1994 but I will address myself to IAS
intervention since 2008 when IAS Uganda started implementing a development program
in Northern Ugandan districts of Pader, Agago, Abim, (Insert Map of Uganda). While IAS
was registering a lot of success in regard to the Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
intervention (WASH), the Food security and Livelihoods component was struggling
immensely. We learnt that while the women were actively involved in farming, men were
busy taking alcohol. We confirmed this through the regular visits we made to the
communities whereby as early as 9.00 a.m men would be drunk. While alcohol is a source
of income for many families and it is ever present on most events, it has presented a
major challenge to development especially due to the negative impact on the attainment
of various Sustainable Development Goals
Ladies and gentlemen I am greatly humbled and yet honored to present before you the
IAS Uganda experience and work on alcohol and with special reference to child rights. I
am not here because I am a student of human rights or matters to do with alcohol, I
studied Economics and Accounts. What qualifies me to stand before you is passion. Just
like the good book, the bible says, ‘what was from the beginning, what we have heard,
what we have seen with our eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our hands’,
allow me say concerning alcohol, this I present.
The person standing before you is a product of the sale of alcohol; my mother having
been involved in brewing and selling alcohol to raise money to take me to school. So I
owe what I am today to alcohol. I would be sent to the bar to buy alcohol and also on
various occasions ground fermented millet for use in the alcohol production. By the age
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of 8 I had learnt how to make local brew- Kwete and Malwa for my consumption – behold
an alcoholic in the making!
Though my foundation was laid on alcohol revenue, I would not applaud it for its
contribution to what I am today rather I stand and passionately fight against this vice which
many times is combined with other drugs. I have experienced unspeakable pain and loss
at the weight of the effects of alcohol abuse and misuse. I have had to deal with the reality
of losing my beloved ones and seeing homes fall apart at the hands of alcohol.
In 2001 I buried a brother who wasted away because of alcohol abuse. This young man
was introduced to alcohol by my own father. While dad never drunk the local gins because
of his status, my brother abused our locally produced waragi. Waragi when produced by
factories has 40% alcohol content while the unregulated, you can actually light it with a
match stick. He abused alcohol to the extent that the business he was running collapsed.
At that, he exchanged household items for alcohol and later he started selling his own
labor in exchange for the local gin.
My history unfortunately is common for many Ugandans in the rural area or slums and
yet because alcohol is a source of livelihood people are blinded to the pain/cost
associated with its sale and consumption hence the need to deliberately engage those
involved including the policy makers who are oblivious of the real cost of alcohol.
Agago
This article ran in the daily monitor newspaper on 16th January 2012
‘The twins, hit by hunger, suckled their deceased mother’s breasts for close to an hour
until the police arrived and took the body away. The 20-year-old woman, of Lala Village,
Adilang Sub-county, was reportedly killed after she refused to sell some of the household
property.
Witnesses said the man wanted money from the sale to buy alcohol. “For the past three
days, the man was on a drinking spree. On the fateful day, he wanted to sell household
items to buy more alcohol but he was barred by the wife, prompting him to beat her to
death,” said a neighbor,

Awili Mary- her story is comprehensive
Awili Mary is from Abim district and is married to Mr. Ocheng Vincent.
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At the time of our marriage my wife Awilli Mary was a woman of responsibility and used
to help me manage a small Kiosk where I was selling small items to supplement the
household income. But I realized that as she was continuously selling in the kiosk, she
could test little waragi (local gin) whenever I was not around. This became her habit to an
extent that she could move out to other drinking places whenever we run short of the gin.
Her drinking habit worsened in the year 2006 whereby she would drink and spend nights
in drinking places. Whenever there was no money she would pick food items like maize,
simsim (sesame), groundnuts, sorghum and millet from the granary and conduct barter
trade with alcohol dealers. She also exchanged other valuables including household
items like mattress, bed sheets, bed covers, cooking utensils and my clothes for alcohol.
As a married man, I became more stressed when Mary could move to neighboring
districts of Kotido, Agago and Pader where she could spend two or three months.
My name is Ochaya Patrick aged 19 years and second born in our family. I dropped out
of school after sitting my Primary Leaving Examination and decided to get married when
I was too young because there was no one to cook and take care for the younger children.
My schoolmates used to laugh at us saying that we are children of a drunkard who spends
nights in bars. That was tough. We thought we had no mother because our mother
wouldn’t show love to us because most of her times were spent on drinking and moving
from place to place which prompted my two sisters to get married as an alternative means
to support the children who are young.
From Awili’s experience you realize that many rights of the child were violated.
The convention however provides for a way of escape for the child in that in case the
parents fail, the government should step in to protect the rights. Unfortunately in this case
like it is in many cases the government did not intervene may be because no one brought
the matter did not come to their attention. But looking at the context in which we operate
explains better why as long as there continues to be no regulation, the plight of child is
dire so alternative approaches to addressing this vice as we continue to lobby government
for the formation of the National Alcohol Control Policy are needed .

To understand better alcohol and child rights, we will start by looking at the national and
cultural setting in which we operate.
3. Contextual analysis
i.

Uganda and Alcohol:
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Uganda generates a lot of revenue from the alcohol industry with Nile Breweries and
Uganda breweries coming 2nd and 4th respectively in 20161. It offers a lot of employment
in various forms, directly in the factories, businesses and indirectly through purchase of
inputs like sorghum, cassava and molasses (sugarcane). Ugandans drink 11.93 shots of
liquor per year on average, which is the second most in the Africa. And of 10 other
countries analyzed by US based Moguldom Media Group arm AFKinsider, none comes
anywhere close.
Uganda’s unparalleled liquor consumption is almost entirely due to the country’s love for
home-made waragi and Ajono topping the alcohol menu. Just 4 per cent of consumption
comes from beer and 2 per cent from wine, with the “other” category a resounding winner
at 94 per cent of consumption. The generic term for domestically distilled beverages is
UBL’s famous Ugandan Waragi, which contain 42% of alcohol making it one of the most
alcoholic spirits in the world2.
WHO's 2014 global health status report noted that Uganda lacked a national policy or
plan and added that there weren't any restrictions on the day or place alcohol is sold. The
report stated that Uganda has no legally binding regulation on alcohol advertising or
sponsorship, product placement, sales promotion or health warning labels on containers.
There are no restrictions as to where, when and in what quantities alcohol should be sold.
Hence we have bottled beer with very an average alcohol content of 4.5 percent sold in
bars while Sachets are available in many shops that is licensed to do business if they
choose to have alcohol. The country has weak laws regulating advertising alcohol plus
its physical availabilities. Very big and attractive billboards are strategically located
portraying alcohol as a thing for the bold and strong and a means of fun.
ii.

Culture and Alcohol

Drinking alcohol is accepted across different cultural divides and in fact alcohol carries a
connotation of socialization, leisure, and celebrations. Alcohol is the ever-present guest
on every function. In some cultures, parents pour alcohol down the throats of children
almost as soon as they can be spoon-fed as a form of initiation while others give their
older children crude Waragi (local gin) in the name of deworming them and for other to
help them sleep. In some cultures like the Iteso in Eastern Uganda the wife in the home
has to ensure that alcohol is available for the husband to drink while the Karamajongs
take alcohol as food to the extent that when World Food Programme used to give them
rice, they demanded for corn flour since they could not use rice to produce their local
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brew. Because of the cultural mindset towards alcohol, children are sent to the bars to
buy liquor since there is no enforcement of age limit in regard to who buys alcohol. The
girl child is handy in supporting the mother to run the business by serving the revelers
since alcohol is also sold in homes or in outlets near homes. For local brew like
Ajono/malwa, children especially the girl child helps the parents to refill the pots and also
to add hot water to the pots as required. Given that poverty bites hard in many rural
communities, children also brew and sell alcohol in order to raise their own fees and
support their siblings.
Example: During IAS Intervention in Morulem sub county in Abim district in Karamoja Sub
region in Uganda, pupils in the schools of IAS intervention were asked whether they had
tasted alcohol or not. In Rachkoko primary school 78% of the children take alcohol,
Gulonger primary schools -74%, Akwangagwel Primary school- 66% and Obolokome
Primary school -72% this percentage was got as result of asking the children directly
before introducing the topic on Alcohol and its effects and they raised up hands willing to
show that they take or they don’t take and the majority of the children in the above schools
raised to confirm that they take alcohol.
We love our think that much that we publically advertise it celebrating- Uganda wa
Uganda wa, Uganda wa, Uganda wa Uganda Waragi, the spirit that binds us!! Indeed
it is the spirit that binds us! Yes, binding us in poverty, diseases, gender-based violence,
high levels of road accidents and violation of child rights.
iii.

Uganda and Child rights

The Government of Uganda ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child in 1990. As a signatory to the CRC, the Government of Uganda pledged to
implement the provisions of the Convention to its fullest by putting in place administrative
and institutional measures for the realization of these commitments. The African Charter
on the Rights and Welfare of the Child was adopted by the Organization of African Unity
in 1990 with the purpose of localizing its provisions within the African context. Uganda
signed and ratified the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child in 1992 and
1994 (respectively).
The Constitution of the Republic of Uganda, 1995 recognizes the rights of the child and
specifically provides for children’s right to health, right to education, and right to protection
from exploitation.
iv.

Culture and Child rights

Like most of you have heard, the African child is seen but not heard. Culture is very
strong and even where there are constitutional provisions regarding the rights of children,
without proper systems to enforce the laws, cultural provisions override. Worse still
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violators of child- rights buy their freedom is a corrupt Uganda while other are not reported
due to cultural implications.

4. IAS, Alcohol and child-rights
We embarked on operations at a time when former Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
were just resettling in their homes. Many abused alcohol in the name of escape the
painful realities of loss they were dealing with. Many actually took to binge drinking during
their time in the camps and coming back home having lost all, they just continued. This
was against the typical behavior in Acholi sub region where people would traditionally go
to their gardens first and then in the evening engage in drinking locally brewed alcohol as
a means of socialization. While the local brew of ajono and Kwete had low alcohol
content, the gins introduced in sachets are very cheap and very intoxicating hence the
high demand.
During our intervention we realized that child rights were violated due to a number of
reasons alcohol taking the lead as shown in the table below.
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GBV, CHILD-NEGLECT AND CRIMES COMMITED DUE TO ALCOHOL AND DRUG
CONSUMPTION/ABUSE
S/
No

Incidence
Reported

201
5

2016

2017
(JanMarch)

Total

1

Domestic violence

124

146

11

281

Alcoholism

2

Child neglect

126

174

21

321

Poverty/Alcoholism

3

Child desertion

23

28

2

53

Polygamy/Domestic Violence

4

Missing children

4

5

1

10

Ignorance

5

Forced marriage

-

17

-

17

Cultural believes

6

Child Labour

18

35

-

53

Poverty and hunger

7

Child to child sex

11

14

-

25

Too much exposure to sex
life

8

Simple Defilement

48

35

9

92

Lack of sensitization

9

Aggravated
defilement

18

7

-

25

Alcoholism

10

Incest

2

1

1

4

Alcoholism/Lack of parental
care and sharing rooms with
relatives

11

Indecent assault

6

3

-

9

Alcoholism/indiscipline

12

Rape

6

3

1

10

Alcoholism

13

Marital Rape

-

2

-

2

Alcoholism

386

470

46

902

Total

Causes

While at the start of our intervention our focus was not on child- rights as the intervention
progressed we realized that if we are to secure the future of the communities we are
working with, we had to focus on children. In the early years that proceeded the war, the
school dropout rates were very high and were attributed to lack of funds to supplement
the Universal Primary Education (UPE) funds, girls especially were required to stay at
home to attend to the sick and work on the gardens, early pregnancy due to defilement
and teenage pregnancies. While the government through UPE has increased
opportunities for education, it is not free. Many would come to school without food for
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lunch yet they would stay in school for the whole day which is not conducive for the child
to develop to their full potential. To show the magnitude of the problem for example, while
other regions pride themselves in having doctors, lawyers, teachers etc, Northern Uganda
is known to produce most security guards in the city as if that is the best that those children
can do.
5. International Aid Services approach:
Hence IAS approach was to understanding the underlying factors that affected
communities and children in particular as opposed to just addressing the presenting
problems.
•

Engaging communities in the critical evaluation of their beliefs and practices on
community transformation- mindset transformation:

Having recognized that any community cannot develop beyond its mindset IAS has since
2008 embarked on enhancing the capacity of the community to critically evaluate the
impact of their cultural beliefs and practices on community transformation. It is important
to note that most of the violations of the human rights and child rights specifically are
embedded in our cultural beliefs and practices. Culture being a sensitive matter, IAS let
the communities critique it themselves while we facilitated the process. The covered all
areas including the place of children and women in homes. It boiled down to children and
women being ‘gloried assets’ and the men have the final say regarding their plight.
•

Dialoging about the bittersweet of alcohol:

Given the cultural and livelihood value of alcohol, IAS had to appeal to the women by
touching one of the key areas of concern- gender based violence and child neglect.
Having built relationships with the community and aware that IAS engages them in
various dialogues the subject of alcohol came to light. Ladies were encouraged to share
the benefits of alcohol production, sale and consumption. Later they were asked if there
were any costs associated with dealing in alcohol and the list was very long. Concerns of
men abusing alcohol and leaving the burden of caring for the family to women were
identified. Many girls below 18 had been impregnated by drunken men. They sighted
cases of defilement arising from drunkenness. Women noted that their husbands spend
most of the income on alcohol and cannot buy school requirements for the children hence
a high rate of school dropout.
One of the most awakening reality was that while one woman was able to take her
children to school due to sale alcohol, it was a self-defeating venture since another
woman in the same community would have her child out of school because he husband
spent the money on alcohol which has become the source of income for the one who has
taken her children to school. IAS asked them whether they would find an income
generating venture without negative effects on their neighbors to which they responded
to the affirmative. Many admitted that if they had an alternative means of livelihood they
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would stop brewing and selling alcohol. Groups of 20 women each were formed and
agreed on a set period of time during which to brew, sell alcohol and save their money as
a capital for investment in other Income Generating Activities and that was done. Today
there are over 40 groups of women who have diversified away from alcohol production
and sale.
Sensitizations about rights in of children: As noted above that the cultural understanding
of the rights of children in Africa is very different from the provisions in the UCHRC. IAS
thus is engaged in sensitizing parents and children about these rights. For example,
Article 13- freedom of expression cannot apply in a typical Ugandan setting. It is
considered disrespectful if a child expressed their view especially in the rural setting
where education levels are low. Hence a parent decides for the child including serving in
bars, brewing and if impregnated to marry the man even if it is against the child’s will
Livelihood diversification away from alcohol production/sale
As indicated above, IAS sensitizes women mostly who are involved in the sale of alcohol
about other enterprises, introducing village savings loan associations whereby women
form groups and start saving together. This money is later borrowed by members and
invested in small income generating activities like sale of produce and animal husbandry.
In addition IAS lends the group a revolving fund for a set period which is refunded for
other groups to borrow. This has been very effective as many groups have now diversified
from brewing. By reducing alcohol available in the community, alcohol abuse also
reduces and the related vices which negatively affect the respect of child rights. For
example by not brewing, the produce which would have been used to produce local brew
is used for food in the home and some is sold to meet the school requirements
contributing to the right to education
Dialoguing about resource reallocation away from alcohol consumption
During the years of intervention IAS has learnt that many things we take as common
knowledge are not common knowledge to the rural poor, with low levels of education if
any and without much exposure. They need to be reawakened by stating the obvious in
many different ways, breaking down basic truth until they make sense to them. Some
portray a feeling of things just happen, blaming the government for everything that is
going wrong and yet not knowing that with rights there are responsibilities too. Allow me
explain this point by using an example of Achol pii lapono primary school parents were
not contributing the Parents Teachers Association fee of UGX 3,000 (about 8 SEK)
saying they were too poor and so their children were studying under open roofed
classrooms having lost the roof during the heavy storms.
Commemorating Special days while mobilizing for action
IAS for 2 years now commemorates the world No Alcohol day. It is not gazetted as yet
but IAS uses thing opportunity to sensitize communities about alcohol harm while talking
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opportunity to ask government to act. This year IAS used this very theme of alcohol and
child rights to bring the message home. It was attended by children of the school going
age, the community, politicians and technocrats. This gave an opportunity for the
community members to raise the need to alcohol regulation to the leaders both from the
local and national level. Women groups acted about alcohol harm. When people see
themselves being acted, that sparks off the change process.
Partnering with the church:
IAS is partnering with churches (since our areas of intervention do not have many people
of other faith) in the sensitization campaigns. We normally ask for time during the Sunday
services and we share issues concerning alcohol harm and also offer statistics. This
normally opens the eyes of people to the magnitude of the problem. We train church
leaders on how to advocate and lobby for regulation at the local level with their leaders.
Data collection
For evidence based to show the magnitude of the problem. IAS is linking up with various
police posts to get data available on alcohol related crimes. Policy makers need evidence
and our hope that such will help
Lobbying for regulation both at the local and national level:
Regulation is the most challenging to attain yet one of the most effective if rights of the
children are to be respected. Governments are looking at income and employment
created by the industry and end up DESPISING the associated cost. His Excellence the
President of Uganda last year during the labour day celebrates said ‘Although the alcohol
and gambling companies contribute substantial amount of taxes to the national treasury,
I note that the uncontrolled consumption of alcohol and gambling has negative effects on
attitude to work and productivity; yet the only way of getting out of poverty is through work.
I, therefore, would like to urge all leaders to mobilize communities to appreciate the
importance of hard work and the dangers of reckless consumption of alcohol and
gambling.’ There is need for government will beyond talking about the problem. Aware
of the dangers, yet even the It will take more deliberate efforts to get this effected. For
example districts do not have the funds to work on ordinances required
Community Based Organization level: All the CBOs formed under the guidance of IAS
have constitutions guiding them. One of the provisions is that any member who comes
to the group meeting drunk will be penalized. That has served a deterrent to drinking early
by the community members.
By laws at the local government level: IAS sensitizes local leaders about the need for
enacting bylaws regulating alcohol related matters. Where there is need for funding, IAS
contributes to funding such processes which require a lot of consultation from the
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communities, and benchmarking from other leaders who have enacted theirs. However
the biggest challenge is that some local leaders are engaged in the alcohol business and
so they politicize regulation of alcohol
At the national level IAS is an Executive Committee Member of the Uganda Alcohol Policy
Alliance (UAPA), a network of organization that is engaged in alcohol response in different
ways that is lobbying the government of Uganda to enact a National Alcohol Control Bill.
Working closely with the Ministry of Health great strides have been made, and a draft
policy is in place though the challenge is that Ministry of trade is hijacking the process.
Without regulation the alcohol industry freely operates. If we compare with countries like
Sweden for example, there are laws governing alcohol related issues but also the
systems are operational. Resources in the West have been allocated to ensure that the
agreed upon policies are implemented while in Uganda there are major resource
constraints in most areas. In some cases the law enforcement officers respond once they
are called upon on matters concerning child right abuses but they will keep complain
about lack of resources like fuel to go and attend to the aggrieved. Corruption is such
a big challenge. When violations of child rights are reported, unfortunately due to
corruption many times the culprits are released once they bribe the authorities. Also due
to high poverty levels, with the cultural understanding of the value of the child, if one can
get a few cows to silence the parents, people will do that and in that way the child loses
out.
People power
Raising the critical mass to boycott purchase of items from shops dealing in sachets. We
have learnt this from Gulu where women led the campaign against sachets consequently
the central government signed the ordinance.
6. Challenges
•

Politicing the problem because some local leaders deal in alcohol and they too do not
want to lose the business

•

Cultural apathy: while many see the negative effects of using alcohol still they use it
because of its culturall significancy

•

Low funding: CSOs that are lobbying for regulation are poorly funded and yet the
alcohol industry is powerful.

•

Corruption: it is very easy to bride those people who are vocal and all of sudden they
become tight lipped
7. Conclusion:
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While at university students who resided in Northcote hall in Makerere university in
Uganda aware that they could settle for anything but winning the fight because of the
cost associated with losing, they established their motto as : we win or they lose. On
the other hand residents of Lumumba hall in the same University knew that they had
to fight for what they believed in no matter what; they declared as per their motto:
Aluta continua- the struggle continues. Ladies and gentlemen, the struggle continues
for either win or they lose.
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